Dr. Chandler? There with the quick 'comeback'. Now instead of a
$40,000.00 fee I found myself with a deficit of $19,000 to add to the
mounting mountain of debt at Taliesin. §2500.00 was all there was to
set against the whole.
Never mind. Something had started that was not stopping thus. Later
you will see consequences.
By this time May heat was becoming the heat that made the desert the
desert and keeps it one. The season now passed, dormant desert life was
coining alive. Nine rattlesnakes were found in the compound. All must
have a care. Nevertheless we planned, worked and drove about the region
in a free sun-life of the wide spaces for several weeks more and watched
our step.
For the homeward drive we acquired a used Packard sport Phaeton wide
open to the sky. Camp broken, contents stored against return the follow-
ing winter, the car stands by the gate to the compound to begin the drive
overland to Taliesin., . the full extent of the 1929 breakdown and its
effect upon our enterprise not yet more than beginning to be known.
There was still some hope.
Olgivanna and I sat in front to take turns driving; Svetlana and lovanna
were snug in the tonneau behind the rear windshield we had installed.
We waved goodbye to the gay camp and drove off to pick up Dr, Chandler
who was going with us as far as Holbrook. We wanted to investigate a new
natural cement found in that region, as perhaps an ideal material for our
block-building. This material—a magnesite, I believe, was found in drifts
on the mesa floor. It was white, set quickly and hard. It was waterproof.
We had left a plaster-model made of the actual block units proposed for
use in building San Marcos in the Desert, standing white and brilliant in '
the centre of the camp compound on the crown of the hill. That was as far
as the structure ever got on the ground itself.
Chicago was finally reached by way of long Midwestern commonplaces.
The long overland drive further west so full of incident and interest
monotonously continued on the way to New York City. I was to consult
with Reverend William Norman Guthrie, brilliant Rector of St. Marks
on the Bouwerie, and his vestry, concerning the tall apartment building
to be built in the little park at Tenth Street and Second Avenue for
revenue to help support the church. We found our Eastern cities and
towns very like Western and Midwestern cities and towns. General lack
of resourceful individuality, except that in the East there was less new
construction. The village carpenter of New England had spread out and
styled them all. I could not escape the feeling while there in the East
that the young men had all left home and taken the East out West with
them never to return. Eastern towns and villages all seemed wailing for
their 'young' to come back again to help do something about the smug-
ug&aess of it all. They will never come. We drove through the new
Hoilaad tunnel into urban scenes of indescribable confusion. The erst-
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